Microsoft Project AirSim

Building aerial autonomy through safety, efficiency, and trust
With modern industrial growth and urban development, new solutions are needed to safely move people
and goods. Rising to this challenge requires new, innovative, and safe technologies. For the future of
mobility, we look to the sky.
Project AirSim is an end-to-end platform for safely creating, training, and validating autonomous aerial
agents through simulation to address the world’s evolving mobility needs. We empower you to achieve
autonomy through flexibility, integration, and customizable, pre-trained AI building blocks that enable you
to create aerial solutions at any scale.

Accurately simulate the real world
Safely build, train, and test autonomous agents with accurate
and programmable simulation of sensors, physics, airframes,
batteries, and pre-built, geo-specific, dynamic environments.
Reduce costs and save time as you develop perception
models at scale through high-fidelity, reusable simulations.

Integrate real-world, synthetic,
and hybrid data
Programmatically generate large volumes of synthetic labeled
data and combine with data from first- and third- party
providers to speed your AI training. Easily search, merge, and
manage data sets in the cloud to enhance autonomy models.

Accelerate autonomy with AI models
Start with pre-trained, extensible AI building blocks that can
be customized to accelerate autonomy, democratizing AI for
building autonomy across all phases of flight. Project AirSim
provides the launch pad you need to quickly build, test, and
validate autonomous solutions and deploy them safely.

Innovate quickly on an
end-to-end platform
Close the sim-to-real gap on an open, extensible, and modular
platform. Run software-in-the-loop/hardware-in-the-loop tests
safely at cloud scale. Leverage a growing ecosystem of models
and solutions from partners and get certified faster.

Project AirSim will be available for public preview soon.
Visit https://aka.ms/projectairsim to be the first to get access.

Addressing the opportunities of urban growth with aerial autonomy
In the rapidly growing urban environment, managing infrastructure and enabling last-mile delivery are
becoming increasingly complex tasks. The aerial autonomy solutions enabled by Project AirSim allow us to
innovatively and safely address these challenges.

Infrastructure inspection
Autonomous solutions greatly reduce the costs and risks
associated with inspection of infrastructure such as cell towers
or wind turbines. AI models detect and avoid obstacles during
flight, then identify anomalies in the inspection.

Last-mile and mid-mile delivery
Delivery of goods in urban environments is one of the
most time-consuming and costly parts of the supply chain.
Autonomous aerial solutions enable industries to move
cargo more efficiently and sustainably.

Urban air mobility
Autonomous uncrewed aviation offers great advances for
urban transportation. Simulated models optimize flight routes
and fuel use to serve passengers efficiently and safely.

Bell saves time and money with safe
simulations

Airtonomy gets to market faster

Bell needed a way to monitor airspace for
“natural intruders” as part of their NASA Systems
Integration and Operationalization Extension
program.

Airtonomy wanted to test its idea for autonomous
drone flight by conducting test inspections on wind
turbines.

Project AirSim provided a high-fidelity simulation
environment to model the virtual world before
flying through the corridor.
The Bell team were able to conduct simulated
real-world tests without any safety risks and at a
fraction of the cost and time needed.
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-au/story/861665-bell-autonomous-systems

They used Project AirSim to create a solution that
performs wind turbine inspections, wildlife surveys,
and energy pipelines checks.
Project AirSim allowed the team to capture,
analyze, and integrate data—resulting in optimal
simulations and a dramatically reduced timeline.
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RWBf4E

Project AirSim will be available for public preview soon.
Visit https://aka.ms/exploreprojectairsim to be the first to get access.

